The chromium dimer (Cr2) presents an outstanding challenge for many-body electronic structure methods. Its complicated nature of binding, with a formal sextuple bond and an unusual potential energy curve, is emblematic of the competing tendencies and delicate balance found in many strongly correlated materials. We present a nearexact calculation of the potential energy curve (PEC) and ground state properties of Cr2, using the auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo (AFQMC) method. Unconstrained, exact AFQMC calculations are first carried out for a medium-sized but realistic basis set. Elimination of the remaining finite-basis errors and extrapolation to the complete basis set (CBS) limit is then achieved with a combination of phaseless and exact AFQMC calculations. Final results for the PEC and spectroscopic constants are in excellent agreement with experiment. The chromium dimer is a strongly correlated molecule which poses a formidable challenge to even the most accurate many-body methods. It features a formal sextuple bond, with a weak binding energy (∼ 1.5 eV), a short equilibrium bond length (∼ 1.7Å), and an unusual "shoulder" structure in its potential energy curve (PEC).
The chromium dimer is a strongly correlated molecule which poses a formidable challenge to even the most accurate many-body methods. It features a formal sextuple bond, with a weak binding energy (∼ 1.5 eV), a short equilibrium bond length (∼ 1.7Å), and an unusual "shoulder" structure in its potential energy curve (PEC). [1] [2] [3] The ground state of Cr 2 is highly multiconfigurational, and proper theoretical description requires an accurate treatment of the strong 3d electron correlations (both static and dynamic). The nature of the PEC in Cr 2 is representative of the competing tendencies separated by small energy differences seen in many strongly correlated materials. Because of the fundamental and technological significance of such materials, improving our abilities for accurate calculations in strongly correlated systems is one of the most pressing needs in condensed matter physics and quantum chemistry.
Standard quantum chemistry methods, such as density functional theory (DFT), Hartree-Fock (HF), and post-HF methods such as single-reference second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2) and single-reference coupled cluster with singles, doubles, and perturbative triples [CCSD(T)], all fail to describe the correct binding of Cr 2 . Representative standard quantum chemistry results are shown in Fig. 1 . As often is the case, the DFT results vary greatly, depending on the choice of exchange-correlation functional. There have also been numerous attempts to calculate the PEC of Cr 2 using sophisticated multireference quantum chemistry methods, [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] including the complete active space second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2) [10] [11] [12] and, more recently, CASPT2 based on a large density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) reference wave function (DMRG-CASPT2). 13 These calculations obtain qualitatively correct binding, but the results are sensitive to choice of active space and/or basis set. Standard quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) approaches 14, 15 have also been severely challenged. A recent fixed-node diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) study, which examined the use of a variety of single-and multi-determinant trial wave functions, did not obtain satisfactory binding (indeed the molecular energy was found to be higher than the sum of two isolated atoms). 16 All these underline the extreme challenge in achieving an accurate theoretical description of the Cr 2 PEC.
In this paper we present calculations of the Cr 2 PEC and ground-state properties using the auxiliary-field quantum Monte Carlo (AFQMC) method. [22] [23] [24] [25] We first describe exact free-projection (FP) AFQMC calculations, where we release the usual phaseless approximation, 22 which is used to control the phase/sign problem. 25 The results are then extrapolated to the CBS limit using a combination of phaseless and exact AFQMC calculations. Final results for the PEC and spectroscopic constants are in excellent agreement with experiment.
AFQMC obtains ground-state properties by stochastically sampling the many-body ground-state wave function in the space of Slater determinants, expressed in a chosen oneparticle basis. [22] [23] [24] [25] It has modest polynomial scaling with sys-
] rather than the exponen-tial scaling of CI calculations, or the high-order polynomial scaling of typical quantum chemistry many-body methods. The FP AFQMC, 26, 27 which leaves the fermion sign/phase problem uncontrolled, 25 is exact but has exponential scaling due to rapidly increasing stochastic noise with projection imaginary-time. The AFQMC phaseless approximation (ph-AFQMC) 22 was introduced to control this, resulting in a practical method which restores the low computational scaling. The method has been demonstrated to yield accurate results in many atomic, molecular, cluster, and extended systems. [22] [23] [24] 28, 29 For Cr 2 , we have found that the current implementation of the phaseless approximation (using standard single-or multi-determinant trial wave functions), while leading to a qualitatively correct PEC, exhibits noticeable systematic error in the binding energy. To eliminate the residual systematic errors, we are able to carry out exact, large-scale FP-AFQMC calculations using a moderate-sized but realistic basis set. These exact results are used to benchmark other many-body methods, including ph-AFQMC as well as previously published results. In a final step, the results are combined with ph-AFQMC calculations with large basis sets to obtain a near-exact PEC in the CBS limit.
The AFQMC calculations reported here employ standard quantum chemistry gaussian type orbital basis sets. 30 Our calculations employed the Douglas-Kroll-Hess scalarrelativistic all-electron Hamiltonian, with core-valence correlation-consistent Gaussian basis sets, cc-pwCVxZ-DK, with x = 3, 4, 5. (We will hereafter refer to these as TZ, QZ, and 5Z, respectively.) For a chosen basis, AFQMC thus treats the same Hamiltonian as that of a corresponding many-body quantum chemistry calculation, allowing, for example, direct comparisons of absolute total energies. This was done below with DMRG calculations, where results using a small splitvalence (SV) basis 31 were available. 32 AFQMC projects the ground state starting from a trial wave function Ψ T , which is also used in the mixed-estimator to compute the groundstate energy and additionally in ph-AFQMC to control the fermionic sign/phase problem. We used two choices of Ψ T , the unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) and truncated complete active space self-consistent field (t-CASSCF) as in our earlier work. 28 CASSCF(12,12) was used, which fully correlates 12 active electrons in 12 orbitals derived from the 3d and 4s atomic states. The CASSCF wave function is truncated such that the weight (squared coefficient) of the retained determinants is ∼ 90% − 92% of the total. This particular way of choosing the t-CASSCF Ψ T becomes increasingly expensive as the atoms are stretched from the equilibrium bond length; for larger bond lengths, broken spin symmetry UHF Ψ T were used for FP-AFQMC, as discussed below. All calculations used the frozen-core approximation, 33 freezing neon-core orbitals calculated at a lower level of theory (HF here). The frozen-core Hamiltonian one-and two-body matrix elements and Ψ T were obtained using outputs from modified quantum chemistry codes, NWCHEM 34 and GAMESS. 35 Figure 2 presents benchmark results of the calculated Cr 2 PECs. The main figure compares AFQMC to CASPT2 calculations using the realistic TZ basis set. The inset compares AFQMC to DMRG calculations for the small SV ba- sis. The binding energy is given by E b ≡ E mol − 2E atom , where the molecular and atomic energies are calculated with the same method. The FP-AFQMC calculations are exact for the chosen basis. (While we have included the experimental PEC in the figure for reference, it should not be directly compared to FP-AFQMC using the TZ basis. Extrapolation to the CBS limit is discussed below.) These calculations were done with ∼ 10 5 or more walkers, with an imaginary-time projection of 400-500 steps and a time-step of 0.02 E −1 h , requiring significant computing resources. We have verified that the Trotter error in the calculated FP-AFQMC binding energy is smaller than the statistical error bar. Phaseless AFQMC results are also shown, using UHF and t-CASSCF Ψ T , denoted ph-AFQMC/UHF and ph-AFQMC/CAS, respectively. These were done with ∼ 2000 walkers, and are essentially in the zero Trotter time-step limit. The ph-AFQMC/CAS PEC shows a small non-parallelity error (NPE) and is ∼ 0.2 eV above the exact result. The ph-AFQMC/UHF PEC shows larger discrepancies, lying below FP-AFQMC by ∼ 0.6 − 1.0 eV. (Since ph-AFQMC is non-variational, 36 this is possible, especially with a poor Ψ T .) These AFQMC results are compared to two calculations using CASPT2. The PEC labeled CASPT2 is based on a CASSCF (12, 12) reference wave function, while DMRG-CASPT2 labels the PEC based on a reference wave function from DMRG. 13 The DMRG reference wave function is for an active space of 12 electrons and 28 orbitals, which is much larger than that of the CASSCF (12, 12) . Both CASPT2 and DMRG-CASPT2 differ from the exact PEC: CASPT2 overbinds by ∼ 1 eV, while the nominally improved DMRG-CASPT2 is underbound. This comparison shows that even with the larger DMRG active space, the CASPT2 treatment still does not fully account for dynamical correlation. In contrast, the full DMRG result, available for the small SV basis, agrees with exact FP-AFQMC to within the stochastic error of the latter, as seen in the inset of Fig. 2. (The SV basis benchmark calculations were done with a non-relativistic Hamiltonian with 12 core electrons frozen. With this small basis, the molecule is not bound.) Similar to the TZ-basis results in the main figure, ph-AFQMC/CAS lies above the exact FP-AFQMC curve by 0.15 eV with a small NPE 0.08 eV, while ph-AFQMC/UHF shows larger errors.
The benchmark results in Fig. 2 illustrate the importance of Ψ T for ph-AFQMC in the strongly correlated Cr 2 . Although the UHF and t-CASSCF wave functions have similar variational energies, t-CASSCF is a better Ψ T because it more accurately describes the multiconfigurational nature of the ground state and, unlike UHF, does not break spin symmetry (to within small truncation error). For example, at stretched geometries R 1.9Å, UHF has a lower variational energy than the t-CASSCF Ψ T at 90% total weight; but the UHF Ψ T has large spin-contamination S 5. This leads to significant errors in ph-AFQMC/UHF and long imaginary-time equilibration times. 37 The AFQMC/CAS approach, on the other hand, becomes increasingly expensive as the atoms are stretched from the equilibrium geometry, because the number of the required determinants in Ψ T grows rapidly. (At 2.0Å, for example, a 92% cut retains ∼ 1800 determinants.) For FP-AFQMC, which is not biased by Ψ T , calculations at larger bond lengths were carried out by initializing an approximately spin-pure walker population using an aggressively truncated t-CASSCF wave function, while the energy mixed-estimator was evaluated using the UHF Ψ T . This approach reduces the time to equilibrate FP-AFQMC.
The final CBS correction, which is to be added to the ccpwCVTZ-DK FP-AFQMC results in Fig. 2 , consists of a (small) HF contribution plus a correlation contribution ∆E b . 38 The latter is given by the shaded curve in Fig. 3 . It was obtained by extrapolating TZ and QZ results, with crosscheck from 5Z calculations, as follows. For R < 2.0Å, we performed ph-AFQMC calculations using both UHF and t-CASSCF trial wave functions to extrapolate to the CBS limit. 38, 39 Although the ph-AFQMC/UHF PEC lies below the exact result, while ph-AFQMC/CAS lies above, their respective ∆E b are in good agreement. The UHF results, which have considerably smaller statistical error bars, are used to obtain the smooth fit. We also performed a ph-AFQMC/UHF 5Z calculation at R = 1.68Å to check the accuracy of the TZ-QZ extrapolation, as shown in the inset. For R ≥ 2.0Å, we used an alternative approach to obtain ∆E b , since both ph-AFQMC/UHF and ph-AFQMC/CAS have some difficulties in this region, as discussed earlier. FP-AFQMC/UHF TZ and QZ calculations were performed for a larger frozen core, which also freezes the semicore 3s and 3p orbitals. For the larger R, the neglect of semicore correlation effects has negligible effect on ∆E b , as we confirmed with UCCSD(T) TZ and QZ calculations. With fewer correlated electrons, stochastic errors were reduced, allowing us to extract ∆E b with FP-AFQMC. (We also found that ∆E b converged well before full equilibration with both the TZ and QZ basis.) A smooth fit was made to these results for R ≥ 2.0Å, with a spline joining the two regions to yield the final ∆E b for the entire PEC. The CBS-extrapolated FP-AFQMC PEC, shown in Fig. 4 , is generally in excellent agreement with experiment, except for the shoulder region, which is discussed further below. The corresponding spectroscopic constants, obtained from both FP-and ph-AFQMC, are compared to experiment in Table I . The UHF, CASSCF (12, 12) , and UCCSD(T) PECs (reproduced from Fig. 1 ) do not show binding [although UCCSD(T) has an outer well near 2.7Å]. Both CASSCF (12, 12) and UCCSD(T) evidence a plateau-like feature at short Cr-Cr distance, however. As previously seen in other applications, the ph-AFQMC recovers from a qualitatively incorrect Ψ T from UHF or CASSCF (12, 12) . Although the ph-AFQMC/CAS is somewhat underbound, the equilibrium bond length and vibrational frequency agree very well with experiment as shown in Table I . The FP-AFQMC result is seen to lie somewhat lower than experiment in the shoulder region ≃ 2.0 -2.7Å, which is where the experimental PEC 3 has the greatest uncertainty. The experimental PEC was based on high-resolution photoelectron spectra of Cr − 2 , which showed 29 vibrationally resolved transitions to the neutral Cr 2 ground state. As noted in Ref. 3 , there were large gaps in the vibrational data between 3040 and 4880 cm −1 , which insufficiently constrained the shape of the potential in this region. The possibility was TABLE I. Spectroscopic constants of Cr2 computed using phaseless and free-projection AFQMC methods, extrapolated to the CBS limit. E b is the molecular binding energy (zero-point energy has been removed from the experimental value); R0 is the equilibrium bond length; and ωe is the harmonic vibrational frequency. stated that the true PEC could actually have a shallow minimum where the experimentally fitted PEC exhibits a shoulder. Future theoretical study, with reduced stochastic uncertainty and at more bondlengths, is warranted to further assess the shape of the PEC in this region. In summary, we have presented a near-exact calculation of the PEC and spectroscopic properties of Cr 2 , using the AFQMC method. Unconstrained, exact AFQMC calculations were first carried out for a medium-sized but realistic basis set. Elimination of the remaining finite-basis errors and extrapolation to the CBS limit was then achieved with a combination of phaseless and FP AFQMC calculations. This hybrid approach enabled us to obtain the most accurate theoretical results of Cr 2 ground-state properties obtained to date, which are in excellent agreement with experiment.
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